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Ditch the Pitch
Beyond the Business Car d
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Imagine you?re getting ready to attend a networking event with
an expected attendance of 150 people. You?ve showered,
chosen your outfit, put your makeup on, gathered your
business cards and nametag? all your tools for success are in
place. As you?re getting ready, you?re thinking about what
you?re going to say, how you?ll pitch your products and services
and you?re excited to get there.

Now, stop and ask yourself whether you?re thinking, ?I can?t
wait to hear what the other 149 people have to sell,? or are
you thinking ?I can?t wait to share with everyone what I have to
offer!? This could be an in-person event or a virtual one.

Now, if all 150 people are thinking about how they want to talk
to everyone else about their products and services and no one
is thinking they just can?t wait to hear what everyone else has
to offer, how can this possibly be a successful event? Will you
walk away thinking you did exactly what you came to do?

When you?re talking, will the other person be waiting for you to
pause so they can start pitching their business, products or
services? Or maybe they ask the age-old question, ?So what do
you do?? How you answer this question is very important.
Typically, when people answer this question, they either start
pitching or literally tell you exactly what they do.

What if we could change the outcome of the entire event with
a slight mindset shift, by simply changing the question? Let?s
rewind a little bit. Let?s go back to getting ready for the event.
Go ahead and gather those same tools of success, only this
time think I can't wait to listen to what the other 149 people
share so I can find out if they serve the same target audience
I do, if there?s some synergy to collaborate in the future, or if
there?s an opportunity to introduce or refer them to someone
in my network.?

Replace ?Wh at do you do?? w it h ?Wh o do you ser ve??
Changes the whole dynamic, right? Now you?re finding out whether you serve the same
target market. Or you may find that your product or service can be re-packaged for a
different target market. Maybe they serve your target market in a completely different way
which opens up all kinds of collaborative opportunities. You may find out you know
someone who is looking for their services, that you can be instrumental in introducing them
and they?ll be able to collaborate. After all, networking is all about being of service.

?Wh at ?s t h e m ost in t er est in g pr oject you ?r e w or k in g on r igh t n ow an d is t h er e
som et h in g I can do t o ser ve or su ppor t you in an y w ay??
When you ask this question, it is really great to see what lights others up. You may now be
able to start a relationship around something they?re passionate about. Remember, it?s really
about building relationships rather than closing sales.

?Relationships ar e the cur r ency in
today?s business envir onment. With
that said, how fat is your wallet?"

~patty farmer
Another great question to ask is?
?I m eet lot s of people. Wh at sh ou ld I t ell t h em abou t you ??
Asking this question encourages them to share the value they bring to the marketplace. This
will also help you to identify collaborative and/or joint venture opportunities. At this point, with
just two questions, you now know a lot more than just what they do.

?Wh at dif f er en t iat es you f r om ot h er s in you r in du st r y??
We all bring to the table something different and unique. It may be an extra service you
provide, a simplified process you have, or a perspective that is unique to you and your
business. These are the things that help your potential clients to know if you are the right
person for them.
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The last question I like to ask is?
?Wh at is t h e social m edia plat f or m you ar e t h e m ost act ive on ??
The reason I ask this is that there is no reason to connect with someone on every social
media platform but instead to connect on the platform where they spend the most time
and are the most engaged. I do not exchange business cards with everyone I meet but
when I do feel that the answers to the questions I have asked lead me to believe there is a
reason to move forward and see where another conversation will lead, I have a technique I
use which is a great CTA (call to action). This technique will increase your follow-up results
while decreasing your follow-up time.
When I ask this question and they tell me which social media platform, I bend the corner of
the business card that correlates to that platform. See image below.

I assign each corner of my business card to a social media platform. Now imagine if after
going to the event of 150 people and you had a great conversation with and exchanged
cards with 20 people. What if the call to action when you got home was simply to look at
the cards and know that instead of connecting on every social media platform you could
just connect on the one where they just told you they are the most active.
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As you can see, asking intentional questions will help you to expand your reach, and most
of all increase your impact, influence, and income. If everyone came to networking events
ditching the pitch and going beyond the business card to instead actively listen to how
others are serving and for opportunities that may exist to collaborate together, this
strategy would be a win-win-win for all.

Keeping Up with Content for Social Media
There seems to be a growing confusion between ?Social
Media? and ?Content.? The world of social media marketing
has appropriated the word ?content? when talking about
things to post on various social platforms.
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Bu t Social M edia M ar k et in g an d Con t en t St r at egy ar e
NOT t h e Sam e Th in g! Social Media is a powerful place to
find lots of people to connect with. However, it?s also easy to
get lost in that world and waste a ton of time without much
to show for it. It?s important to know what your goals are in
building a following on social platforms, and how you are
going to convert them (eventually) into paying customers.
Otherwise, why are you doing it?

Many folks are focused on questions like ?What should I
post? Where should I post it? And how often?? The answers to
those questions are different for each platform and I am
skeptical of anyone who answers marketing questions with a
formula that is the same for every business.

I?m h er e t o give you a n ew per spect ive on h ow you
appr oach social m edia. As a Content Strategist and Content
Creation Coach, I see social media as, among other things, a
place to sh ar e you r con t en t . In one of the chapters of my
book (which is available for free on my website), I call social
media one of content?s ?dance partners.? It?s an integral part
of a successful content marketing strategy.

To help you think about your social presence and
engagement, let?s look at the three types of social media
posts and how they relate to specific kinds of content.

?Content is thecoreof your online presence,
not just your social media?~ Sarah Schwab

Th r ee Kin ds of Social M edia Post s
The different types of social posts are grouped by the ou t com e of t h e post or the action the
follower is being asked to take.

#1. En gagem en t post s
Engagement posts keep people where they are and ask them to engage directly on the social
platform by ?liking? the post, commenting on it, or maybe sharing it. The vast majority of
posts you see fall into this category. After all, social media platforms want their users to stay
as long as they possibly can, so they are more likely to show this kind of post to a larger
number of people.
While some social media marketers will refer to these posts as ?content,? they are typically
short posts, questions, pictures, etc. These are a necessary part of social media marketing
and increasing engagement with your followers is a good thing.

#2. Tr af f ic Dr ivin g Post s
The second type of social post encourages people to engage with your free, consistent
content. Drive traffic to your website where they can read your latest blog article that you
teased in the post. Entice them to listen to your new podcast episode or watch a video you
created. In my Waterpark Content Strategy, these types of content pieces are what I call
n u r t u r in g con t en t .

Creating free, consistent content helps to build a relationship with your audience and
establish yourself as a resource with value to share. Plus, posting about your nurturing
content drives traffic to your website where you can create opportunities for them to engage
further with your business.
13
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#3. Pr om ot ion al Post s
The last type of social post gives people the opportunity to sign up for something, like a lead
magnet they can download, an event they can attend, a program or challenge they can participate
in.

This is a type of content I refer to as catalyst content. These opportunities are still free, but they
allow you to turn social media followers into leads. When you promote your catalyst content on
your social platforms and get people to opt-in, then you have a contact you can communicate
with directly!

Content M akes Social M ediaB etter!
Look at your social media strategy. Besides figuring out how often to post and what platforms to
be on, do you have a mix of all three types of posts? Do you have nurturing content and catalyst
content to share, or are you just creating endless engagement posts?
I get it! Keeping up with social media posting is hard enough, and now you?re supposed to create
more types of content? The answer is ?Yes!?
Havin g an act u al con t en t st r at egy h elps w it h you r social m edia post in g an d en gagem en t .
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Impactful Intr oductions that
Incr ease Influence
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We are taught that connecting others is an effective strategy when
expanding our networks, for keeping clients and prospecting.
Although there are several benefits to business matchmaking,
when poorly done, there is little to no benefits realized. In fact, it
can have adverse effects on your reputation when little effort is
given.
When done masterfully, a powerful introduction can ignite
dynamic collaborations, inspire innovative ideas, and open a flood
gate of opportunities for you and your network.
If you?re interested in increasing your influence and mastering the
art of giving introductions, this article is for you.
Like any strategy you implement, being an effective connector
starts with setting your intentions. What do you envision for the
individuals involved? Sure, you want to be the hero, but your
motive must serve those you connect more than you. Think about
the best possible outcome for the meeting. Connecting your
network is like playing matchmaker. When envisioning those who
you want to connect, think about their specialty, pain points, goals,
and personalities. Can you visualize the interaction being
something they would both enjoy? Next, know why they should
meet. No one should ever wonder why they are being introduced.
In fact, both parties should be elated to receive your gift, but they
won?t be appreciative or excited if you aren?t. So, create the
excitement by infusing your personality and expressing your joy.
Tr y t h is:
When writing a virtual intro, state in the first two sentences the
reason for the introduction.

EX: I?m in t r odu cin g you becau se...
-

I believe there?s great synergy with the services you both
provide.
You would make dynamic referral partners.
You both are brilliant business owners who have a lot in
common.

Pr e con n ect ion :
Do the individuals want to be introduced? The last thing you want is for an individual to never
respond to your intro. There are various reasons whyt his happens and sometimes it?s out of our
control. You can drastically reduce no response by making sure your network is prepared to
receive your gift.

TIP: Know the communication preferences of both individuals and make sure you have current
contact information. If you ask about communication preferences while nurturing relationships,
be sure to record responses in your CRM.
Tr y Th is:
-

Create a multiple choice custom field in the contact section of your CRM, (this will allow
you to quickly find the information instead of sifting through notes).
Reach out to individuals and give them a heads up on your intentions. She/he may not be
interested in meeting someone new or it may be a bad time. Most often people are open
to introductions but feeling out someone you haven?t spoken to in some time is a perfect
reason to reconnect. It?s also a way to ensure the likelihood the parties involved will
connect.
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Posit ion in g:
Have you ever been introduced so poorly that you let a WHAT THE !^&% slip from your lips? Yep, been
there. Not only do you look unimpressive, so does the one gifting the intro. A critical yet common
mistake networkers make when crafting introductions is they don?t pay attention to how they are
positioning the individuals they are introducing. Again, no one should ever wonder why they are being
introduced. Part of the questioning results from the matchmaker not articulating why, and the main
reason is how you position both individuals. It?s vital you communicate each person?s value so they see
each other as peers. No one wants to be portrayed as a tire kicker and no one wants to meet with one.
The goal is to create curiosity, and plant seeds of opportunity when sharing short bios. You want each
person to read the other person?s bio and think, wow, I should get to know this person! Make each bio
personable by adding what you value about each person.
Tr y Th is:
-

-

If the thought of writing bios seem too time consuming, ask your network for their bios and
save in an easily accessible place. You can also cut and paste bios from LinkedIn and
websites.
Include links to websites and social media handles.
End the introduction by including your ideal outcome of the two people meeting. This will set
a warm and welcoming tone for initial interactions.

Follow -u p:
Most professionals overlook this last step, but this is an opportunity to differentiate yourself from
others. Not only does following up demonstrate intrinsic intentions, it elevates your reputation,
keeps you top of mind, and shows you care. There?s also the added benefit of collecting valuable
data for mastering your matchmaking skills. Your effort will be rewarded in several ways and when
least expected. So, if you?re looking for a reason to reach out to your network, asking about an
introduction you sent is a simple way to ignite conversation.

Tr y t h is:
-

-

Make the introduction bring value to ALL parties. The last thing you want to do is introduce an
influencer to a tire kicker. That will make YOU look bad. Make sure you vet new people
before introducing them to those you highly value.
Grading/ranking those in your network will help you determine who to match with who.

When you take the extra time to be deliberate about who and how you introduce people in your
network, opportunities, and referrals become abundant, your network evolves, and your influence
will drastically increase.

?Success isn?t about how much money youmake. It?s about the
differenceyoumakeinother people?s lives.?~ M ichelleObama
18
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Up Closeand Personal With Our
Sponsor: Dennis Hill, President

1. Wh y is em pow er in g in dividu als t o r ecover per son al pr ivacy an d secu r ely
m ain t ain in g access over per son al in f or m at ion an d pr ivat e r ecor ds so im por t an t ?
An d specif ically, so im por t an t t o EXACTA?
My work as a technology pioneer in security and relationship management software dates
back to the 1980s where I coined the phrase, ?law lags technology.? I stated in a published
interview in 1987 that people, digital consumers, and makers of digital technology would
embrace and invest in security technology only in response to major data breaches. Nearly
35 years later that prediction has proven true. In 2020, 21, and for the future, laws are
emerging to reassert that individuals own the information about themselves, and
technology exists with 5G wireless networking and blockchain storage to provide
unprecedented security for one?s personal information.
Our work at EXACTA stands apart from most investigations into these technologies and the
new applications that result. Almost no one, even the salespeople for large mobile carriers,
understand the revolution underway with 5G beyond the obvious ?broader
bandwidth/faster speeds? pitched in commercials. 5G security protocols enable totally
secure, password-free, lowest risk protocols, supplanting those in place from the birth of
the Internet that are based on protocols from World War II.

2. EXACTA Cor por at ion is a w om en -ow n ed bu sin ess, w h y?
The founder, Wolf, passed away in February 2019 from a year-long battle with Stage IV GI
Cancer. His wife and partner for 50 years, Liga, stepped in and appreciated the values we
had enshrined in our concept for Family Organizer Plus, like supporting the privacy of family
members, creating a social platform for families to function, securing communications and
records to families, and most importantly, enabling engaged parenting in cyber-space ? a
major area of disenfranchisement for parents from their children on the Internet. Liga could
relate to the see-saw imbalance between a woman?s professional and personal lifestyles or
what we call the Life-Work Balance. We emphasize the priority of Life over Work, opposing
the alternative Work-Life balance commonly used today.
22

3. Wh at t ech n ologies does t h e com pan y lever age t o cr eat e a saf e social n et w or k t h at
is im pen et r able t o h ack in g, copyin g, or st ealin g by som e w it h ou t au t h or it y?
5G wireless networking offers more than greater bandwidth and faster speeds. We?ve seen
some new security found in 5G released in 4G-LTE without the speed benefits. But when fully
implemented, 5G includes a feature called isolated functional groups, that enables a secure
communication link between your device and the server, like Amazon. Messages are not only
encrypted but the information packets between you and the provider are not co-mingled with
other people?s messages as they have been in the past.
Another 5G security feature is something called persistent authentication, where a device is
permanently recognized by the global 5G network after authenticating. Kind of like
identifying yourself to a crowd. Once done, no need to be re-acquainted, and frankly if an
imposter shows up, everyone can recognize him/her as a fake and isolate them from the
network. Current wired and pre-5G wireless networks do not have these features.
We have designed our software using blockchain storage, which breaks your information into
billions of pieces and encrypts each piece or block. These blocks link to each other through
private and shared keys that are required to merge pieces together to re-form or recreate the
original document, picture, audio or video clip. In fact, a hacker has a 1-in-15 trillion chance
of breaking into just one block, so the permutation for billions of pieces is staggeringly
unlikely.

4. Wh at is t h e on e com m on m yt h abou t dat a pr ivacy t h at you w an t t o debu n k ?
That you cannot recover control over your online identity. In reality, you cannot regain control
of the information stolen by criminals, hackers, even authorized insiders, but black
marketeering will diminish as information owners become the custodians of their own data.
People needed the appliance to manage that information, in an easy-to-use app ? we saw
that solution and the need to reconstitute the elementary social network ? the family ? in
cyberspace, leading to Family Organizer Plus.

5. Best piece of advice r eceived?
Satisfy the customer, even at the expense of profit. May I add the best advice that I can give?
Do what we must to do what we want.

6. Wh at do you love m ost abou t you r com pan y TODAY?
I love the people. I love the unexpectedness of dealing with competent team-players in ?my
house? and the clients who open their doors to me and my team. I love sharing our successes
with others, helping them to avoid our own mistakes.

7. How do you con t in u e t o lear n in or der t o st ay on t op of t h in gs w it h in you r r ole as
Pr esiden t of EXACTA?
I coined a phrase which appears on my LinkedIn header, ?Education is our greatest force for
social progress.? We?re living in an era where knowledge ? its acquisition, refinement, and
application ? has never been more important in the lives of ordinary people. We overcome
ignorance only through education. I went to law school at the age of 56, obtained multiple
professional certifications in Human Resources at 58, and intentionally read a book of
interest to me each month. Education is ultimately the catalyst for personal and
wide-ranging positive change and change often leads to greater freedom in all ways of life.

8. Wh at ?s n ext f or EXACTA?
Family Organizer Plus is blue ocean, and until everyone is using it, we have a lot to do. Of
course, educating the masses is key. The technology is disruptive, and our solution will
certainly been seen as a threat to long-established companies that have built empires on
large centralize computers with all their vulnerabilities.

9. Can you sh ar e w it h u s a r ecen t accom plish m en t of EXACTA?
Family Organizer Plus was recognized by a panel of technology experts this year (2021) as
Personal Technology of the Year by the Business Journal. But we measure our
accomplishment with every sale of our software ? each sale is an independent validation of
our values, not just a simple purchase of our product.
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Marketing, Media& Money Podcast
Are you tired of spending your time and MONEY chasing strategy after strategy only to
discover what worked 10, 5, or even 2 years ago is not working NOW? Things shift fast in the
online space and if you?re not keeping up, you?re getting left behind. It?s time for something
different?
Welcome to the Marketing, Media, and Money Podcast where every single episode will be
jam packed with PROVEN, PROFITABLE strategies, behind-the-scenes secrets and what?s
working NOW resources? from industry experts and global influencers to help you scale
your business, shorten your learning curve, and stand out in a crowded, noisy marketplace.

Do you have gr eat
str ategies and/or
r esour ces to shar e
with our listener s?
Apply to be on the
Mar keting, Media &
Money Podcast
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Balancing Business & Wellness
One of the questions I get asked the most is, ?How do I balance
it all?? and the short answer I give the most is, ?You can?t.?
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wellness expert . She is t he
podcast host of t he Self Love
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speaker and her bout ique
Rebellia is dedicat ed t o
helping women who st ruggle
finding clot hes t o fit t heir
at hlet ic bodies. Her coaching
business includes XL Nut rit ion
which helps busy people reach
t heir fit ness goals in a
sust ainable & balanced way.
She also offers a deeply
different approach t o int ernal
wellness wit h her self-love life
coaching program for leaders.
Chryst al is obsessed wit h
helping ot hers feel really
good about t hemselves in
every aspect of life.

Society and social media have inundated us with images of
superhero-like humans handling their careers, family life,
friendships & wellness as though it were a breeze. We compare
ourselves to someone else?s experience or dare I say
it? highlights? and then proceed to feel badly about ourselves
because we can?t do it all.

The truth is, you?re probably doing a lot better than you think.
However, it can certainly feel chaotic when you feel like you are
just running around trying to do it all, so here are some tips to
create more balance in your life:
Accept You r Season
It?s important to acknowledge the different seasons of our lives
and how sometimes we may need to pay more attention to a
particular area than we do another. I like to think of my
priorities as pots on a stove. Sometimes I need to consistently
rotate burners. Sometimes a particular pot needs to move to
the front so I can keep a better eye on it. Sometimes I need to
lower the heat on another so I can focus on the rest.

Sometimes you?re in a season of life where you need to put in
extra time at work. Sometimes there?s an issue in the home
that needs more of your attention. Sometimes we need to
really focus on ourselves and give what we have left to the
other areas. Whatever your season of life, know that it?s totally
okay to not be giving every single aspect the exact same
amount of attention. You don?t have to be 100% on top of
everything. Focus on what needs you in the moment, then
rotate burners.

Th er e?s Never a ?Good Tim e? t o Tak e Car e of You r self
How many times have you used the phrase, ?after things settle
down? ? and then weeks, months or even years later it has
never seemed to settle down?

It?s incredibly common to put yourself on the backburner while waiting for life to stop
happening so you can start to take care of yourself better. Here?s the deal, NOW is the time.
Right now, right this minute. They say the best time to plant a tree is 20 years ago and the 2nd
best time is now.
You Can?t Pou r f r om ANY Cu p
The phrase you can?t pour from an empty cup is something almost all of us have heard (and
most likely ignore) but you shouldn?t be pouring from a full cup either. Both scenarios you
find yourself constantly depleted, so what?s the solution? Overfill your cup and give to others
from the overflow. The way you do this is by going against every instinct you may have to put
your work and others first, and start each day by asking yourself, ?What do I need today?? and
?How can I experience joy today??

Self-care is not about squeezing pedicures and bubble baths into your busy schedule; it?s
about meeting your own needs first? whatever that looks like. And when you do this
consistently not only do you feel better and less burnt out, but you have so much space for
others. Not to mention you won?t have that little bit of resentment bubbling under the surface.

?Thebest timetoplant atreewas 20 years ago. The
second-best timeis now.?~ ChineseProverb
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Baby St eps Cr eat e Big St r ides
A lot of the reasons why people tend to give
up on taking charge of their health, is because
they try to do everything all at once. They go
from zero to working out 6 days a week, trying
to eat healthier, chugging a gallon of water a
day, getting in 10,000 steps and a plethora of
other activities they don?t do regularly. The
result? Burnout, falling off plan and feeling
bad about yourself for throwing in the towel.

But what if you just focused on one thing that made you feel great? What if your only goal for the
day was to get in that water or eat 3 servings of veggies? Small integrated changes are so much
more sustainable than trying to do everything at once and it leaves space to build on once you
are confident in your new habit.
Be Ok ay w it h M or e Th an Not h in g
For some reason there is an ingrained belief that we must hit the gym for 2 hours or it?s
pointless. This is just not true! If you have 20 minutes ? get in that 20 minutes! Fitness and
wellness are about feeling good, not running yourself in the dirt. So, if you feel like taking a long
walk because it?s nice outside, go for it! If your friend invites you to a cardio dance class, that still
counts! If a 10-minute bodyweight Tabata is what you can do between other priorities, do it! Even
if you have a full-length workout you set out to do and can only finish half? it is okay.

Something is always better than nothing and you will always feel so much better than if you were
to just skip it entirely.
Give You r self Gr ace
Having compassion for yourself while you try to create more balance and make changes in your
life is paramount. Shaming and berating yourself into change only creates a poor relationship
with yourself and to those changes you are trying to make rather than a beautiful and expansive
one. Most of us would never treat others the way we treat ourselves so maybe it?s time to take
that compassion we give away so freely to others, and start turning it inward.

Youcanhavebalanceinyour life, but it?s important toremember that
you?retheonewhogets todefinewhat that means for you. Nooneelse.
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A 2.8 Million Dollar Case Study
(in 5 Months)
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Facebook Adver tising
Exper t
Michelle ut ilizes Facebook &
Inst agram ads t o make BIG
dreams come t rue. Client s
come t o her looking for a
collaborat ive approach in
order t o achieve t heir
mind-blowing goals. She and
her t eam have brought in $26
million in revenue for client s,
and are a powerful force in
managing ad account s.
Leading wit h st rat egy and a
cust omized approach, she?s
generat ed life-changing
result s for her client s.
Michelle and her t eam aren?t
just focused on leads; t hey?ve
got t heir eye on increasing
sales t hroughout t he ent ire
funnel. Michelle is t he
st rat egic part ner
orchest rat ing client success
seamlessly from st art t o
finish.
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I'd like to introduce you to Sally (not her real name), a talented
business coach in a highly competitive niche. Despite careful
planning and hard work, she found herself struggling to meet
her ambitious goals in growing her business. Though she had
an organic following, her growth was dependent on drawing
in new leads from cold audiences using Facebook and
Instagram ads.
She came to me needing an agency that would?
-

-

offer her a personalized approach (unlike the
?cookie-cutter ? approach she had been receiving from
her previous agency), and
lead the ad strategy rather than leaving that to her and
her team.

She needed to find an agency that would stop wasting ad
dollars and grow her sales dramatically.

Though she was receiving reports, she found them confusing.
She could not see the big picture from them or how they tied
into her bottom line. (She later found out the reports were
hiding key areas of huge financial loss!) She came to us
desperate to find a quick solution, one that would yield a
much better return on ad spend and enable her to get back
on track to reach her goals.

Fast forward to five months later. We had brought in $2.8 million in revenue for her (a 65%
increase in revenue!) and increased the number of leads to her sales team by 63%, all while
keeping her return on ad spend at a minimum of 5.8, which is far above industry average.
That means for every $1 dollar she spent on ads; she made a minimum of $5 in revenue.

Wh at f u eled t h is expon en t ial gr ow t h ? The backbone of the successful strategy we
employed can be summed up in 4 key principles.

1. Collabor at ion - We collaborated with her marketing director to set goals as well as to
brainstorm new ideas and angles. With the rapid growth we were experiencing, we had plenty
of issues to address. We were faced with tech issues, tracking problems, and areas of low
conversion, but by working together, our teams successfully tackled each challenge that
arose.

2. Con t in u al t est in g - Testing is the key to rapid growth. Audiences will stop producing
results. People grow tired of seeing the same creative ad copy. In order to keep bringing in
more revenue while keeping ad spend as low as possible, we needed to continuously test new
images, video and ad copy. It is a perpetual process of reading the data and adjusting. This
strategy keeps everything fresh and effective.

3. Cr eat ivit y - We offered guidance on new angles to test in the ad copy, what videos to
create, and brainstormed about what angles to use. Sure, not every video did well. Some were
quickly turned off because they did not produce sales. Some did well for a bit and then fizzled.
But some were literally pure gold, and the leads they brought in produced hundreds of
thousands of dollars.

4. Con t en t t h at con ver t s - What content will convert best to sales for a particular audience?
This is the question everyone wishes they knew right from the start. Is it a webinar, a
challenge, a lead magnet, a video series, a book offer? We tried them all in those 5 months,
rigorously testing each one. We wanted to see which one would inspire her audience not only
to opt in but also to consume the training and then take the next step to book a call with the
sales team. Som e bom bed. Bu t som e w or k ed glor iou sly t o br in g in a h an dsom e payof f .

In this client?s case, a paid 21-day challenge, with a cost of $100, converted best into her
high-ticket coaching packages (which were between $5,000 - $20,000). Though the days
leading up to those big payoffs were often real nail-biters, with a large daily ad spend, her
return on ad spend skyrocketed with this extraordinarily successful challenge.
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How can you apply t h ese pr in ciples t o you r ow n m ar k et in g an d Facebook ads?
-

Be open t o t r yin g n ew appr oach es.

You will never know what will work best unless you test. The market changes, so stay agile
and flexible. An approach that worked previously in your marketing may need to be tweaked
or updated this time around.

-

Fin d collabor at ive r elat ion sh ips.

If you have an advertising team, it should be a strong partnership that fuels growth for your
business. If it isn?t, take quick action to get to the bottom of the issue. Getting an outside
perspective by bringing in a consultant can sometimes be all it takes to get things moving in
the right direction.

-

Don?t gr ow w ear y in t est in g.

Different images and videos will have a major impact on your ad costs. Even what seem like
small changes on your landing page can dramatically raise your conversion rate. (Can you
h ear t h e h appy jin gle of m or e m on ey in you r pock et ?)

-

Un der st an d you r n u m ber s.

What do you understand about Facebook ad metrics? As the business owner, you don?t have to
know every single metric, but it is good to understand some of the most important ones.
Basics, like Cost per Lead (CPL), Cost per Sale (CPS) and Return on Ad Spend (ROAS) can help
you keep a finger on the pulse of your ad success, especially if you watch how your numbers
trend over time. And finally?

-

Don?t give u p.

Keep trying different strategies and angles. As you try new angles and approaches, you will
clearly be able to see what is working well with your audience and what is not. Look for help
from those who can collaborate with you to give you essential feedback on your messaging,
strategy and offer. The payoff for being tenacious can be highly rewarding!

?Keep testing! Thepayoff for being tenacious with Facebook
ads canbehighly rewarding!?~M ichelleB ridger
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What is Community & Why You Want
(and Need) it
I went to my friends and network on this one and I loved that while
they all had their own spin on it, they had a common theme that was
completely aligned with me, which is that community is more of a
feeling than a thing.
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Community &
Connection Exper t
Danielle
driven
byhere
t he
100 wordisbio
will go
sharing of knowledge and
experiences t hat empower
women t o courageously
be t hemselves while
navigat ing life and
business. When Danielle is
not engaging in
communit y or working at
her full-t ime job as a
st rat egic cust omer
success consult ant , she
enjoys spending her free
t ime doing craft y st uff,
t raveling, support ing
animal causes, and
hanging wit h her husband
and t heir rescue cat s, Loki
and Thor, at home on t he
Jersey Shore.

?Community is a place/setting where you can be your authentic self
without judgment. Being part of a community makes me feel like
someone is listening and, on some level, understands when you're
struggling.? Sam Negraval
?Community is the love that surrounds us. It?s the village well that we
both pour into and dip into when needed. It?s the flow of support
that keeps us afloat.? Lora Sasiela
?Community is a place to come home to, where you can feel the
support and uplift from people who understand what you are about
and have unconditional positive regard for you just the way you are.?
Andrea Trank

?Community is a shared interest with people who lift you up when
you need it and celebrate your successes, all without judgement.?
Anne Dubon Murphy
?Community should be completely unconditional.? Janice Martinez
Woerner
?Self-realization and achieving our highest self, going for our biggest
possibility of who we are, is not something we can do by ourselves.
Community brings out the best of us, when we co-create, we catalyze
growth.? Roe Couture DeSaro

?A community should be a group that you can go to any time for love,
support and acceptance - and it should be reciprocal for all.
Communities should hold each other up and not be judgmental,
harsh or mean to each other.? Danielle Arno
And my favorite, ?Being part of the right community makes me feel
supported in many different ways. It means having people you can
go to for non-judgmental help, but also those who celebrate
successes with you. It?s not necessarily like-minded people. It?s those
who respect differences as much as your similarities.? Eva Leobold

Do any of those resonate with you? When I ran these community definitions by another group of
friends, I was surprised to be met with sadness from some of them. The overall feedback I received
was that yes, they too craved the forms of community described above, but that they didn?t have
that in their own life.

How can I get m or e of t h e com m u n it y f eelin g in m y lif e?
Glad you asked. I like to play with Acrostics, which is just a fancy word for ?I like to be playful with
words and spell other words out using each letter of the word I am working to define or build an
experience around it in one of my programs.? For community, it looks something like this:

Collaborative
Optimistic
M otivating
M indful
Unconditional
Nurturing
Intentional
Trust
Yearly
If you are seeking to have all the ?community feels? in your life, I recommend looking for the
following qualities before investing your time and energy into a group, cause, or association:
Collaborative - Does it feel like there are people to support you and willing to invest in joint
efforts to see you succeed?
Optimistic - Is the energy of the people involved uplifting and positive? (without being excessive
or unrealistic)
Motivating - After connecting do you feel motivated to take action or do you feel drained and
even more alone than before you connected?
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Mindful - Do the people care about your time and are they mindful of your feelings, circumstances,
and beliefs?

Unconditional - Do you feel like you can be yourself and let down your guard, without feeling like you
are waiting for the catch or the infomercial pitch?

Nurturing - After you give and share on your end, do you leave feeling nurtured in return or are you
completely spent and defeated?

Intentional - Do the people you are surrounded by have a purpose, are they intentionally looking for
ways to support you and your efforts or are they just there to ?get? something?

Trust - Can you share from your heart, talk about your failures, and ask for help with your challenges,
share your ideas, without fear of them being stolen or shared?

Yearly - After a year of being involved does it still feel good? Do you feel like you are receiving
something beneficial and still adding value? If not, it?s ok to move on.
Wh at if I am n ot su r e w h er e t o st ar t ?
Most of the people I have been working with come to me thinking that they need to force themselves
to start networking somewhere new. Good news is that you don?t! I invite you to take a pause and
make a list of some of your day-to-day places and groups you already associate with.

Next, think of 1 person in each that you really resonate with, or someone that you?ve already
connected with in the past that you?ve lost touch with but when you think of them, they give you the
warm fuzzies. Got a few? Great - start there! I bet that by reaching out to the people you are already
connected with and sharing with them what you are looking for they will know someone or
somewhere to refer you.
If you do prefer to start somewhere new, look to local charities, community groups, associations, or
even the neighborhood app as a start. For me, it was connecting with local cat rescue volunteers and
getting involved with animal rescue efforts in my immediate area. Community does not need to tie to
business, it?s about feeling connected.

It is my hope that by checking in with what we are truly seeking in community and then
communicating that back out into the world that it will show up at your doorstep (or inbox!) and be
exactly what you need. Then, once you are plugged into the right community it will be easier to be
yourself, collaborate with others, and feel connected with no strings attached.
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Up Closeand Personal
with NatalieForest
1. Wh at does su ccess m ean t o you ?
Success to me means being able to empower others. Success is to be able to provide tools
and insights as well as actionable steps to those who are not sure what to do next and
then see them thrive in their lives and businesses. In the final analysis success to me is
being able to support everyone in being a leader in their lives in all areas that their life has
and impacts.

2. Wh at w ou ld you r advice be t o a n ew bu sin ess ow n er an d/ or en t r epr en eu r ?
Use the power of focus and ?knowledge of self ?. Serve first. Meet people, associate with
influencers so you become an influencer. Don?t compromise your message or yourself to
gain visibility ? you have to be REAL. Lead yourself and your business with integrity.

3. Wh at w as you r ah a m om en t t h at in spir ed you t o becom e an en t r epr en eu r an d
bu sin ess ow n er ?
Honestly, I never wanted to be either ... a friend of mine ? years ago ? told me I had to
leave my comfort zone of academia and spread my messages more widely as it needed to
be heard. That?s when it started. I still think of myself more as a teacher with the focus on
empowering and sharing skills. It has been an interesting journey.

4. Wh at ar e som e of t h e ch an ges bu sin ess ow n er s an d/ or en t r epr en eu r s, in you r
opin ion n eed t o m ak e t o be su ccessf u l in t oday ?s bu sin ess en vir on m en t ?
Today?s world has changed, not only because of COVID but due to ?information overload?
and what I consider ?bad actors? in the arena of entrepreneurship. The focus needs to be
on service and impact. What I mean by ?bad actors? is that there have been too many
business owners who are serial entrepreneurs with the focus on making money and
selling at all costs to then walk away from business 1 to move to business 2 and do it all
again. Consumers have become tired of being sold and have lost faith in the honest offer.
Giving before taking is the key. Give in collaborations. Give and build long-term
relationships. This is the new world. It?s about US and creating a win-win-win-win-win....
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5. Wh at is you r big ?WHY?t h at pr even t s you f r om givin g u p w h en t im es get t ou gh ?
2 things: my family (especially my daughter) and my mission. In spite of challenges, I know
that I am paving the way for my daughter to pursue whatever she wants based on her
passion and mission, regardless of societal rules. That is crucial for me. Being able to
provide for her and show her that money can be an added avenue of service. Being
spiritual, I believe I am on a mission to help others gain or re-gain their voices and their
power to truly live instead of existing. Thus, I cannot just stop ? whether I do this as a
business, as a teacher, a mom, a friend, a daughter, a TV show moderator, an author, or
as a speaker, it does not matter. It?s WHO I AM.

6. Wh at is t h e lesson t h at t ook you t h e
lon gest t o lear n ?
The difference between service and
being taken advantage of in the
name of doing good. I am a servant
and a servant leader ? that comes
with me being a teacher inside and
out ? and thus I tried to dismiss signs
for a few years about whether the
service I was doing was appreciated,
appropriate, in relation to what was
happening and more. Loyalty has
been a long-standing challenge for as
I tend to be too loyal at my own
expense. Fortunately that lesson has
now been learned.

7. Wh at ar e you doin g r igh t n ow
t h at you ?r e scar ed of , bu t you ?r e
doin g it an yw ay?
Taking my daughter and myself
back home for 1 year to see which
of her two countries she likes the
best. It?s related to my life and thus
my work ? staying with some of the
endeavors right now, looking for
new ground to serve on, expanding
our reach. It?s fun, exciting and ? to
some degree ? a little scary.
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8. Wh at w as t h e biggest obst acle, blin d spot or
r oadblock you h ad t o over com e?
Self-doubt when it comes to becoming an
entrepreneur. Believing that others, who called
themselves experts would know what business
was best for me when I first started and thus
spending time and money on pursuing a venture
that was not for me as it was not authentic.

9. Wh at do you love m ost abou t you r bu sin ess
TODAY?
The fact that I can help others be heard, provide
areas for others to share their voice and give voice
in my work to those that currently do not speak
publicly and he like-minded, heart-centered people
I get to meet and collaborate with.
I love working with and being a part of The LA
Tribune, under the guidance of Moe Rock. The Los
Angeles Tribune is becoming a community
movement that invites all to join and shares
resources freely in new and engaging ways that are
truly groundbreaking; from event that are currently
virtual to consistent virtual TV shows that are able
to engage the audience directly to expanding the
reach, which allows us to touch and invite people
from all areas of the globe into our community.

10. Wh at ?s n ext f or you ?
Focused events that continue to address leadership in all ways
and allow us to directly connect with our community and
provide the insights, ideas, fun, and experts that are needed. I
am personally excited not just about the events and our ROKU
TV Channel but particularly about our LA Tribune Publishing
House. That was and is a big dream of mine and we are now in
the process of helping authors have a voice AND provide real
help with branding and marketing. We have set everything up
to be able to amplify our authors?messages from the moment
that they decide to let their voice be heard and allow us to
guide them through the process.

Visit Nat alie's WEBSITE.
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Ar e Tr igger s Hur ting Your
Business & Relationships?
3 Tips t o Help You Con f iden t ly M ove Th r ou gh Th em t o
Ach ieve Peace of M in d an d Su ccess. Let ?s get r eal.
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How do you feel when you learn that your potential client
chose to work with someone else? You spent time on the
phone with them, gave them ideas at no cost, and you felt good
about the conversation. But then you see on a Facebook post
the potential client chose to work with someone else.

Confidence Exper t
Melinda Van Fleet is a
mult i-passionat e success
coach, speaker, writ er, and
business consult ant who
helps individuals as well as
t eams, develop confidence
t o believe in t hemselves,
t ake act ion and get result s.
Melinda believes many
women are st uck and not
living t heir best lives - and
t hey can! Ut ilizing her over
25 years of experience
building businesses, and her
passion for working wit h
people, Melinda t eaches
women real life t ools t hey
can use t o improve t heir
confidence, relat ionships,
increase product ivit y, and
approach each day wit h a
sense of purpose.

?Ugh, I can?t believe Abbie choose to work with Samantha. I
spent so much time with Abbie, and I was so excited to work
with her.?
Do you feel crushed? Defeated?
Like you wasted your time and knowledge?
Or even bitter towards the person or the coach they choose to
work with?

The faux situation with Abbie, is one example of being
triggered. Triggers don?t feel good, but there is a lesson in
them. There are countless examples, but often in business, a
client we may think will start to work with us decides to work
with someone else. It happens, and only occasionally do you
have the opportunity to find out why it happened. In the
meantime, it?s tough, and your confidence can take a massive
hit.

Many other instances happen in life and business which are
triggers. I thought I would use the above example as a starting
place to bring awareness and start the bust through the
process. Triggers are a huge conversation and something I
write about in Confidence Mastery for Couples - Roadmap to a
More Intimate Relationship. In my book, I share more
examples, and they keep coming. Seriously! Can I have a trigger
break please! Below is another trigger example that is not in my
book.

Recently, a similar scenario occurred in our charter fishing business, Good Karma
Sportfishing. My husband, Ryan, is well known for catching large edible fish and has a
substantial client base. He has built his social media presence on a large catch and
believes, environmentally, it?s the proper way to fish. He leaves the small fish behind to
grow and only keeps enough for dinner, no waste. However, when the weather is terrible,
he cannot take clients to those spots, so he often loses the charter. He tries to offer
another experience, but the catch is smaller, and the customer doesn?t bite on booking
that trip (pun intended). Hence, there is a bit of a disappointment trigger when the
potential client books with someone else. We are working towards finding out why he
doesn?t get the booking from asking clients vs. guessing. However, this trigger keeps
occurring, can be frustrating, and can bring down the positive energy in our household.

How can you pu sh t h r ou gh sim ilar sit u at ion s?
St ep On e - Becom e Aw ar e.
It seems simple, right? But people don?t do it. They don?t take the time to become aware,
sit with the feeling and give it some thought. Often, we can become a keyboard warrior or
say something we wish we could take back without realizing what happened.

Becoming aware of the trigger takes practice and then the confidence to walk away and
give the situation some time and space. ?Clearing your head? is an old saying but an actual
practice and a great habit. We live in this immediate reaction society with instant results
and gratification. Hello Amazon and 5G! If you manage handling challenging situations in
the same fashion, often, your reaction isn?t the best route.
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St ep Tw o - Un der st an d Wh y.
Circling back to our business example above, trying to learn why people are not booking
this other charter option with my husband will shed light on our business and allow peace
in his mind (and less discussion in our household-halleluiah!)

Whatever method you can use to figure out why you have the trigger, i.e. brings back
unpleasant childhood memories, or understanding the other person?s point of view will
help you move through them.

And just a note, understanding someone else?s point of view and showing compassion
doesn?t mean you have to agree or accept; you can disagree with someone and still be
friends. Wouldn?t the world be boring if we all just agreed?

St ep Th r ee - Respon d vs. React .
I love the sense of confidence and empowerment that comes from responding vs.
reacting. I have had to learn this difference and am still not perfect. But! I practice the
above steps and then celebrate (happy dance!) when I have done a better job responding.
Best saying ever, ?Progress Over Perfection.?

I speak and write a lot about how everything goes in a circle. What does that mean? It?s the
realization that working on one aspect of a challenge, in this case a trigger, leads to
working on another aspect and so on. The work leads you back to the beginning awareness. However, when you do the work, you have a clearer head, understanding,
more confidence, and peace of mind.

And then you begin again, ?It all goes in a circle.?

In my book, these are wins that lead to success in business and relationships!

?Awareness brings compassionand compassion
brings acceptance.??B havyaGaur
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Common Business
Pr oblems Solved by Books
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Book Publishing
Exper t
Tara R. Alemany is a
mult i-award-winning aut hor of
seven books. She is also a
speaker and publisher, as well
as a serial ent repreneur.
Alt hough she?s st art ed many
businesses during her career,
her favorit e is Emerald Lake
Books, which she co-owns
wit h her best friend, Mark
Gerber. This bout ique publisher
specializes in working wit h
posit ive people t o int egrat e a
book int o t heir market ing or
sales funnel t o build t heir
business. In her spare t ime,
Tara leads a writ ers?crit ique
group and is a winemaker, a
milit ary Mom t o 2 young
adult s (one of each), and is
owned by a black cat .

Every couple of years, Emerald Lake Books conducts a poll of
entrepreneurs and business owners to ask about the most common
business issues they face. We routinely ask them to rate ten
potential issues to determine which are the most relevant to our
respondents.
In all t h e year s w e?ve con du ct ed t h is su r vey, t h er e ar e f ou r
issu es t h at alw ays r ise t o t h e t op:
1. There aren?t enough hours in the day.
2. I need more leads.
3. I need to improve my cash flow.
4. I need better brand visibility.
Amazingly enough, even though better brand visibility is often a
distant 4th in the list of complaints, it often solves two of the other
issues that frequently tie with each other for second place (more
leads and improved cash flow).
Regardless, all the common issues we see businesses deal with can
be addressed by creating a well-structured, well-designed, and
well-positioned book.
Let?s take a closer look at each of the Top 4 problems to see how a
book can resolve those issues.

Pr oblem #1: Th er e ar en?t en ou gh h ou r s in t h e day.

When someone says, ?There aren?t enough hours in the day,? what it
typically means is there?s too much work to be done by too few
people. Right? Okay.

fb
So, how do you create more time? You create a system that handles
repetitive tasks for you.

If you could streamline the process of getting a new lead to say
"YES" to working with you, would you do it?

A book introduces people to you and what you have to offer without the pressure of feeling ?sold
to.? The point of the book isn?t to sell them lots of things. You?re only going to educate them so they
can make the right choice for their own situation and needs.
If you?re generous with your knowledge, sharing who you are and what you do, and demonstrating
that you?re familiar with the problem they?re facing, you will begin to establish that crucial know, like
and trust relationship with them. But besides establishing a connection, you?re going to introduce
them to the solution that solves their problems.
Some of your readers will take what you share with them and implement it themselves, but others
will look to you to show them how to apply your solution to their unique situation.
Your book will shorten your sales cycle and do some of the initial education for you. As a result,
you?ve created more time for yourself.
Pr oblem #2: I n eed m or e leads.
Your book can generate leads for you in a variety of ways. For example, some of the methods you
use to get the book itself into readers?hands can generate leads, like creating a Free+Shipping offer
or giveaway, or taking part in a bundled product promotion with partners who share the same
audience. Alternatively, you can use the concepts shared in the book to springboard into other
areas, like an online course, virtual summit or conference built around the concepts in your book.

But you can also generate leads from offers made inside the book. These can be bonus materials,
like checklists, templates, and workbooks. Or they can be content that expands further concepts in
the book, like quizzes, videos, and courses. They can even be invitations to work directly with you in
a group or one-on-one.
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We?ve seen people simply have fun generating leads with their book by creating word searches,
crossword puzzles and coloring pages. Others have provided more utilitarian resources closely
aligned with the book. Whatever approach you take, there are plenty of ways to generate leads
using your book.
Whatever approach you take, there are plenty of ways to generate leads using your book.
Pr oblem #3: I n eed t o im pr ove m y cash f low.
When it comes to improving your cash flow, book sales will help to a certain extent. For example, if
you?re a speaker, you can often negotiate to have the event coordinator purchase copies for the
attendees.
But most first-time authors sell fewer than 250 copies of their book, and most of them are to people
who already know them. So that won?t go very far toward improving your cash flow.
Th e r eal m on ey com es f r om con ver t in g readers t o customers. Think about the impact to your
bottom line if you can reduce the time it takes to close a deal with a prospective client by 25 or even
50%, because they?re better prepared for working with you after reading your book. That can be a
tremendous boost to your bottom line.
So, when you consider the cash flow opportunities of a book, think about it in terms of the average
lifetime value of a client. Once you secure a new customer, how much do they spend with you on
average over the course of their relationship with you? That?s what you want to be focusing on when
using a book to improve your cash flow.
You can even work your book into your sales funnels in a variety of ways. For example, when
someone opts into your mailing list with one of your free offers, you can reward them by offering a
subscriber-only discount on your book. People who buy from you are more likely to buy from you
again in the future, even if their first purchase is a 99¢ book. So, this is a great method to identify
those willing to spend a little money with you from those who just want your free stuff.
Pr oblem #4: I n eed bet t er br an d visibilit y.
When properly done, a book will (100% of the time) create better brand visibility for you. That?s just a
bonus, and it wasn?t even the problem most businesses are focused on fixing. But a book will
certainly help!
If you want to learn more about what we consider to be the best solution to your worst business
problem, I invite you to download our free workbook that helps you explore the best ways to use a
book to grow your business. CLICK HERE FOR YOUR FREE WORKBOOK!
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The Top Tools to Captivate Your Audience
As an avid networker and speaker on stages of all sizes, I?m
often approached with, ?I love your energy?, or ?I heard you
speak and felt I had to introduce myself.?
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I pride myself on being able to call forward my ideal prospects
and referral partners in the room. I once went to a networking
event with a friend and told her that at an event with at least
25 people, I never leave with less than 5 good leads, even if I
only have 30 seconds to speak. I could tell she was intrigued
but doubtful. That day, 7 people approached me after my
introduction and handed me their business card wanting to set
up a call. I made my point.

Some people might claim that I have some unfair advantage,
like being extroverted or that I was born with a natural talent
that allows me to be charismatic.

But in all honesty, I had to work diligently on specific skills to
learn how to connect more powerfully with those around me. I
was awkward in grade school. In high school, I only felt
comfortable when I was on stage performing. It was not until I
went to college that I started to develop my Captivating Voice
that eventually led me into an entrepreneurial career.

Being Captivating means knowing (1) what to say and (2) how to say it to be influential in
any conversation. Here are two powerful toolsets that will help you find your Captivating
Voice.
1. Vocal Var iet y. Th e sou n d of you r voice m at t er s.
Your voice is energy that is born of your thoughts and feelings. It leaves your body and
literally touches the ears of your listener. It carries conscious and unconscious messages
that influence those around you. Your mood, energy level, beliefs, style, and personality
are all reflected in the sound of your voice.
I often ask people if they love the sound of their voice ? not in an egotistical way, but in an
honest assessment of what their voice sounds like to them. Sadly, it is rare to hear a ?yes.?
If you don?t love the sound of your voice, what does that do to your message?

The #1 skill that allows you to adjust the sound of your voice to create any style and to
develop a captivating delivery is Vocal Variety.
Vocal Var iet y is br ok en dow n in t o w h at I call t h e 4 P?s.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pit ch ? how high or low you speak
Pacin g ? how fast or slow you speak
Pu n ch ? moments of impact ex: suddenly raising the volume or speaking softly
Pau se ? allowing your listener to take in what you said

The dance between these 4 P?s is your speaking style. It will vary based on your
personality and your intention. Are you speaking to inform, educate, entertain, influence,
inspire ? or a combination of all the above? To make an impact, you choose your style
intentionally and then you pay attention to the energy and needs of your audience, so you
can shift at a moment?s notice. Every audience is going to have a personality and a set of
values that your voice can influence. That leads me to a skill that adds jet fuel to Vocal
Variety.

2. Pow er scr ipt in g?
Just like you need to alter the sound of your voice to create interest, you also need to alter
your script to speak to the different values of your audience members. If you focus on facts
and statistics, that will make a different impact than telling jokes or sharing personal stories.
Powerscripting? is a copywriting skill based on a communication method called B.A.N.K.®

Science has shown that there are 4 basic personality types. B.A.N.K. is the only
personality-based methodology in the world that has been scientifically validated to predict
buying behavior in less than 90 seconds.
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This means you can use it to create influence in any conversation. It is especially
impactful on prospecting and sales conversations.

B.A.N.K. is an acr on ym t h at st an ds f or Blu epr in t , Act ion , Nu r t u r in g, Kn ow ledge.
-

Blueprints are inside the box. They are rule followers. They value stability.
Actions are outside the box. They are rule breakers. They value lifestyle.
Nurturing types recycle the box. They are willing to bend the rules to do the right
thing. They value giving back.
Knowledge types engineered the box. They question the rules. They value
information.

Which one are you? In truth, you are all four. The key is the order in which each type is
valued. This order is called your BANKCODE®.

I am an ANKB. If someone speaks Action/Nurturing language, I am almost always
influenced to say yes. If someone leads with Knowledge/Blueprint, I am very likely to say
no. Much like a pin code for your ATM card, you must enter the BANKCODE in the right
order to get the yes.

When speaking to groups, it is essential to vary your presentation between all 4 types.
This creates charisma and captivates your audience. When I mentioned that I can call
forward prospects in a 30-second presentation, it?s because I speak the language of my
ideal client and their personality type.

The ability to speak, hear and write in any personality type is called Powerscripting. This
is a skill I teach my clients. The first step to learn about this method is simple because it
comes in the form of a gift.

First, know thyself. What is your BANKCODE? To find out, simply take this assessment at
this LINK. You will receive a free personality report all about what makes you say yes. I?ll
also send you ?The Top 3 Speaking and Networking Tips by Personality Type? so you can
connect deeply and generate leads everywhere you go.

When you know what to say (the script) and how to say it (the delivery) ? you too can be
captivating and call forward your prospects when networking, on social media, and in 1:1
conversations.
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Collabor ation with Competition
Leads to Pr ofitability
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Is there anyone you have run into at a networking meeting who
made you think: oh crap, SHE?S here? You are competitors,
chasing the same target accounts, and you?re hoping to get the
lion?s share of that business. I am a terrier and a hunter, and I
am fiercely competitive. I want to win, and I really like getting
paid. But some situations call for more than I can offer alone.
That?s when it is good to network, collaborate, and create
abundance for all.

Consider shifting the paradigm and envision building your
business with a master ?s mindset by leveraging complimentary
resources to enhance your CLIENT?S experience. We can?t be
everything to everyone in every business situation. You need to
know your WHY and believe in your expertise. In doing so,
expand your network to be more inclusive of business
professionals similar to you, and enhance your value
proposition by including resources who compliment yours. The
benefits are more client successes, and those successes breed
referrals. Collaboration has proven to be ?The Thing? that helps
us survive and grow.

For example, two men in my monthly business network
recently found themselves called to quote the same Spring
Storm emergency job. While both are in water remediation,
Dave M. is more of a mold specialist, while Dave H. is more
specialized in emergency water evacuation. These two
competitors ended up getting hired to do different parts of the
job but found their skills were overlapping. By stepping down
their egos, they solved the homeowner ?s nightmare faster, and
the referrals spread like wildfire! This partnership worked
beautifully through the storm season, when whole
neighborhoods found their basements filled with water. Who
got the business? They collaborated again as the jobs rolled in.
Win? No? . WIN-WIN!

These two franchise owners grew their spring business revenues by accepting more jobs that
offered better long-term outcomes to their clients. They did not change their basic value
proposition or marketing strategies, but they knew they could work together in certain
situations. They amplified top-line revenue but also profitability. Not only that, but an entire
neighborhood of new clients got to experience their combined work in a complex situation and
know who to call for simple restoration. The abundance mentality, not competition, wins more
business success.

Another example is fellow columnist and friend, Tamara Burkett. This is a technology driven
world, and I am not technically inclined. My brain loves context and texture, not black & white,
so I have learned to acknowledge my limitations and hire around my disabilities. When Tamara
and I first met, I thought she just did CRM. I didn?t realize what I really needed was HER!

As Tamara analyzed my platform use and applied metrics that feed my business pipeline,
Tamara recognized missed opportunities. She introduced me to other fabulous resources who
halted my rabbit holes of inexperience and ignorance and produced far better work than I can.
A photographer, copywriter, web designer, and documentary videographer gathered to relaunch
my brand while the world was in COVID Coma. In a pandemic, your visual media is your
business card. Tamara and her network helped me define my targets, redefined my story,
cultivated digital platform consistencies, and enhanced my value proposition. Recently I was
called The Post Pro, but it took a village to recreate The Meg Schmitz brand. When we
brainstorm, Tamara leverages her own collaborative network and invites me to utilize them, at
no time displaying trepidation that I might quit working with her.
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Thanks to this Abundance Mentality, my 2021 has started extraordinarily strong. I delegated
the stuff I am not good at and created strategic alignment with people previously viewed as
competition. Two Chicago colleagues and I tag-teamed to assist half a dozen franchise
prospects do their research, and in doing so helped them realize their dream of business
ownership. During a period of great trepidation, my colleagues knew my expertise is in
counseling, helping ?high touch? individuals overcome fear. We agreed on a commission
split ahead of time and communicated in what we call ?Frick and Frack? style to ensure we
addressed every fear and concern of launching a franchise during a pandemic. With those
successes, I gladly pay referral fees to people who help my clients settle on a confident
investment decision. These placements increased their confidence, launching bigger, more
robust businesses!

Another ?Abundance Adjustment? is to proactively address your client?s FAQs. I know my
potential franchise buyers are worried about pandemic timing, funding, real estate and
more! Commercial insurance, payroll, legal expertise, and marketing are further examples of
areas that I am asked for my expertise. From the minute we engage, I offer my candidate?s
access to my network of professionals, on stand-by. Not only do these collaborations create
more and better income opportunities, by introducing resources early in the process, the
client knows they are supported by a referral network in alignment for excellent outcomes.

Think of your business value proposition as a sport and build a team that is designed to win
over your customer. This isn?t about only the deliverable. It is about the customer ?s
experience. Whether you are a solopreneur or employ others, your client probably needs
more than what you alone can offer. When I interview business owners about their journey,
no two arrived at the same destination the same way, but each of them has come to realize
that collaborating, not competing, gives the client a more rewarding outcome. A happy
client will be sticky for you, and happy to refer others to you.
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Mistakes People Make When It
Comes to Relationship Selling
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Anyone in sales knows that there is a strong element of trust
necessary before a client will purchase a product or service.
They want to know that you will provide them with what you
promise and that what you promise will meet their needs.
There is almost a level of intimacy, like what you try to gain in
any relationship. In fact, that is exactly what relationship selling
means. It is a sales technique used to close a sale as if it were a
relationship. It is often used for high-ticket or customizable
items as consumers tend to consider those types of products
significant though before purchasing. Relationship selling also
creates a connection between you and the client, encouraging
them to remain a customer. However, for relationship selling to
work, there are six mistakes you need to avoid.

Failin g t o List en Act ively
It is almost second nature for someone in sales to do most of
the talking, especially if they are excited about a new product or
service. Often, the focus is on closing the deal by selling the
product. However, in relationship selling, you want to actively
listen to your customer. This will help you understand what
their needs are and discover what challenges they may face. By
actively listening to your clients, you can better tailor solutions
to their needs and connect with the customer on a more
personal level.

Ign or in g Social M edia
Although social selling is a completely different aspect of the sales funnel, too many sales
specialists fail to utilize social media to their advantage. This is especially true if you are in
the B2B market as social media offers a great way to create a relationship with the person
and not just the business. Keep in mind that 90% of B2B buyers say online content is
important to their decision and 84% of upper administration use social media to decide
about a purchase. Your own social media is also critical as 55% of B2B buyers search for
information on social media. It only takes a few moments to interact with and leave
comments on the social accounts of clients.

Ign or in g t h e Per son al Side of t h e Relat ion sh ip
Just like any relationship, it is important to connect personally if you want to build
trust with clients. Although small talk is a good start, relationship selling requires
that you go a step farther. Talk to current and potential customers about their
outside interests and find ways to initiate conversations regarding those interests
you share. This is another way that social media can be beneficial as you can view
some of the things a client does outside of work. Relationship selling requires a
human touch and by sharing some of your own interests, you could make a more
personal connection with the client as well.
Br eak in g Pr om ises
As soon as you break your promise to a customer, you have lost their trust, just like in
other relationships in your life. If there is something the customer wants that you cannot
deliver, don?t promise them that you will and make excuses later. If you told the client you
would follow up, be sure to do so or you could damage your reputation and cause them to
look elsewhere. If you miss deadlines or don?t deliver what you promised, you will damage
your relationship with the customer and could lose any chance of sales in the future.

Dish on est Respon ses
This goes along with breaking promises, but the importance of honesty cannot be
stressed enough. There is the stereotype of the shady salesperson and you do not want
to fit that stereotype if you are relationship selling. Be honest about pricing, whether your
solution is truly a good fit and don?t hide things in the contract for the client to find later.
A customer will respect you more if you are open and honest about your product or
service. If yours is not a good fit, refer them to a competitor. Even though you might lose
that sale, they will appreciate that you were honest and could refer others to your
company who will be a good fit for what you can offer.
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Not Bein g Gen u in e
There is an old saying that to succeed in business you need to ?fake it until you make it.?
In sales, this is bad advice as a customer will be able to tell if you are not genuine. If you
are selling a product or service and are sure that it is exactly what a customer needs, you
should not have to fake your enthusiasm. Genuine excitement and enthusiasm will go a
long way to convincing customers that you are not just trying to sell to them but that you
want to build a relationship that will last for a long time. Let your enthusiasm shine
through naturally, don?t force it with your customer. If you really are not enthusiastic
about a product or service, review what it is about it that does not excite you and try to
establish methods for improving your excitement over this item.

Relationship selling is not a new concept, but as online sales have grown, the ability to
successfully achieve this type of sale can be elusive. It is very tempting to forget the
basics and ignore the fact that when you are establishing a connection with a customer,
you are entering into a relationship with that customer. Like any relationship, nurturing,
honesty, and active listening will go a long way toward creating a partnership that will be
successful for many years to come. Whether you are new to sales or are a seasoned
veteran, avoiding these mistakes when relationship selling can help you gain the trust of
your customers and improve your sales volume, ultimately improving the bottom line of
your company as well.
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Clubhouse...Ar e You In?
Have you heard there's a new social media game in town?
It?s an audio-only app that is for the moment, restricted to
IOS (Apple iPhone and iPad). It?s still in beta and you will
need an invite to be accepted.
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It?s funny how that stipulation alone makes it more
desirable. The FOMO (fear of missing out) this exclusivity can
evoke is off the charts for some people.
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These are my thoughts on Clubhouse and the future
possibilities of audio-only apps. M ak e n o m ist ak e, there
are going to be more audio only apps. Twitter has already
come out with their version...Twitter Spaces.

This extraordinary time we are living through has made us
all t h ir st y f or con n ect ion. And yet so many of us are
Zoomed-out (slang for video fatigue). This fatigue makes
audio-only more refreshing and less stressful.

Clubhouse (CH) seems to be providing an awful lot of value
and fun. Very much like Google Hangouts in the early years,
people are staying for hours. Back in the early hangout times
the longest hangout was 79 days! Here are my thoughts on
the CH app.
Wh at ?s t h e poin t ?
Clubhouse gives you the ability to listen, to be heard, with no
requirements to be seen. I think part of the cachet is the total
lack of visual prep required. Whether you are in a suit,
skivvies, pajamas or in the buff? In your car, out in nature, at
home or in your office, you can be in ?the club? listening and
learning, sharing your expertise, and connecting with people.
In this new normal, more ways to connect are precious. Thus,
the huge appeal.

Opt ion s an d Oppor t u n it ies - So, w h at does it do? How does it w or k ? - You can meet one
on one in a room or jump in as an audience member in someone else?s room. In those
rooms, you can be called to the stage, as a speaker, you can be elevated to moderator for a
room and finally you can apply to set up a regular club room to grow your own audience.

There is such a wealth of rooms filled with influencers, your peers, and other people, all of
whom are looking for the most part, to serve others. They're all looking either to bring their
own expertise or to ask about the expertise they seek. And it's really quite wonderful to
hear the bounty of golden nuggets and tips that are offered every day in many different
rooms, on a myriad of topics.
How t o Rock You r Bio - You need to know your most searched keyword phrases and the
best nugget of information that personifies you. The first three lines in your Bio are the
?money shot?the most important info that people will see first. Use emojis to break up text,
to make your bio stand out. And best of all emojis are searchable. Make sure to link your
Instagram and Twitter, as they are the only clickable links.

Th e En d Gam e - The aim is to get on stage, to stay on stage, to become a moderator, start
a room, and ultimately to open a club of your own.

Ar m You r self w it h a Plan - Know what you want to talk about. Plan your strategy. Share
your expertise when you can. Connect with the right people. Your bio is your story. Be real,
be authentic; when you are on stage, when you write your bio, and when you are in a
room or open your own room.

Usef u l Det ails - It?s better when you know the rules, and requirements that apply in an
app ahead of time.

Leavin g a Room - Use the leave quietly box on the bottom left.
New bie? - You?ll have confetti to the bottom left of your profile pic for 7 days. This lets
others know you may not be fully versed in how to work the app. It can also get you called
to the stage.

Be Su r e t o M u t e - When you are called to the stage, your mic goes live!! You will find the
mic icon on the bottom right. When not on stage the bottom right shows a plus sign so
you can invite others to join the room as well as a hand you can raise by clicking it to
indicate you want to ask a question, or perhaps tell people what it is you do.

You ?r e h er e in Clu bh ou se, n ow w h at ? - To start out, find a few rooms (with topics to
which you can relate) that are relatively small and have only a few moderators. You can
only see about nine profile photos at a time then you must scroll.
Not if icat ion s - These appear at the top of your screen. Open room notifications
sometimes disappear quickly. They give you the option to dismiss or join the room.
Gr ow t h t ip f or you r Clu b - When you're ready to make your own room, your own club, as
they call it, then it's really useful to be affiliated, with one of the large clubs that will give
you access to notifications to their members, which can help you grow much more quickly
than if you simply start a room on your own.

Th e ?Um br ella?Clu bs - There are a large number of clubs that allow their members to
open a club under the ?umbrella?of the larger group? once you are settled as a CH user.

Bot t om Lin e - Need an in vit e t o Clu bh ou se? Reach out? elaine@troolsocial.com and I
will be more than happy to invite you.
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Your Secr et Weapon for Mor e Leads and
Higher Conver sion by Jane Deuber
It?s never been easier to reach people online. Through social media, online events, speaking
and now Clubhouse, opportunities to gain ?exposure? are everywhere. But if you are in
business for yourself and wanting to grow, you understand too well that getting exposure
does not necessarily lead to getting paid.
Today, coaches, consultants, authors and service providers often struggle to grow their list,
engage in meaningful interaction and consistently close new clients. This has resulted in
inconsistent sales, yo-yoing revenue, and unnecessary headaches and heartaches.

Until now, in an attempt to turn exposure into new leads and meaningful interactions,
experts have used lead magnets as the strategy of choice. Downloadable blueprints, special
reports, tip sheets and checklists are offered up to entice potential clients to raise their
hand and opt-in with their email in order to learn more on the topic at hand. It?s a strategy I
have used myself for many years and it works! But just like you, I don?t want to stop at
getting the lead, I want to build meaningful interactions with the people on my list, provide
relevant value and spot my ideal clients. Here is what I noticed?
Obser vat ion #1: Lead magnets are a strategy where the spotlight shines solely on the
expert, often leaving the recipient feeling invisible and overwhelmed about where to focus
next.
Obser vat ion #2: The world is on information overload, with hard drives and smart phones
bursting with un-opened resources that once sparked our interest but were never
consumed.
Obser vat ion #3: While lead magnets provide new insights and information your prospects
want; they typically fall short of sparking an interactive and meaningful dialogue that leads
to a sale.

Sen sin g t h er e w as a w ay t o PLUS t h e lead m agn et st r at egy, I ask ed t h ese qu est ion s?
What if I could offer a ?Double Win? by shining the spotlight on the prospect as well as
myself? What if, in addition to providing a taste of my work, I could also hold up a mirror
and give them the gift of self-awareness? What if I could create an opt-in experience that
not only showcases my expertise, but also allows the other person to feel seen, heard and
understood?
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These were the questions I asked five years ago when I was feeling frustrated and
discouraged. I had grown my list to 10,000 people but our sales had flatlined. I knew that if I
understood where each person was on their business-growth journey and what missing
pieces were keeping them from success, I could up-level my marketing. With the right
information, I knew could build more meaningful connections and make appropriate offers
that would skyrocket our sales.

Thenit hit me!
At the time, I was growing our company that helps thought leaders turn their experience
and expertise into profitable online programs. I noticed we were getting countless
accolades for the assessment tool we had incorporated into every orientation module of
both mine and our client?s courses. The assessment was designed to help course
students understand where they were on their journey and then track their progress
along the way. To our delight, it was clear that helping people discover where they are on
their path, and what gaps were keeping them from success, was a powerful way to
inspire people into action toward their goals.

Wanting this gift for everyone on my list, we rallied the programming team and within weeks,
had our first iteration of an online self-assessment, unlike anything on the market. I sent an
email explaining that not only did I want to know where they were on their path in order to
serve them better, that discovering this for themselves would be a game-changer as well.

What happened next blew my mind! Hundreds of people responded by taking the assessment.
Emails poured in thanking us for the opportunity to get clear. But more importantly, people
asked us whether we could help them in the areas they had scored themselves low. By
re-working our Discovery Session process to focus on helping prospects interpret their
assessment results, we began closing 80% of those calls into our products and programs.
Fast forward 5 years and the strategy has been refined even further. Now we teach clients who
are using our assessment software something we call the ?Double Win Strategy.? When an
assessment is used in combination with a well-designed lead magnet, it amplifies its impact and
effectiveness. By enabling clients to see what?s missing prior to experiencing your free gift, you
open their hearts and minds to what?s possible and position yourself as someone who can help.

When you incorporate self-assessments into your marketing strategy you set yourself apart
from other experts in your field. You hold up a mirror and give prospects the opportunity to
celebrate where they are on track and pinpoint those areas that need attention. With an
assessment, you can assess other important things, such as their willingness to invest, their
desire to change and how much they value a chance to explore next steps. With this
information you can personalize your outreach and design powerful, automated nurture
campaigns that skyrocket sales.

If you are an influencer, service provider or digital marketer, looking for a proven way to attract
qualified leads, create meaningful interactions and move the right people into your products
and programs, a personally-branded, online assessment is the secret weapon you need to add
to your arsenal of marketing tools.

JANE DEUBER
Jane Deuber is a sought-after business strategist, author and 7-time
successful entrepreneur. Through her two technology companies,
she helps thought leaders automate the delivery of their programs
online and supercharge their sales system using branded online
assessments that attract ideal leads, spark meaningful interactions
and double sales conversion. Learn more on her WEBSITE.
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